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32-6351: FGF16 Mouse

Alternative Name : Fibroblast Growth Factor 16, FGF-16, FGF16.

Description

Source: Escherichia Coli.
Sterile Filtered colorless clear solution.
Fibroblast growth factor 16 (FGF16) is a member of the large FGF family, whose members are heparin-binding growth factors
with a core 120 amino acid (a.a.) FGF domain which allows for a common tertiary structure. Human FGF16 cDNA is a 207 aa
precursor protein with one N-linked glycosylation site. FGF16 though lacking a typical signal peptide, is efficiently produced by
mechanisms other than the classical protein secretion pathway. FGF16 is expressed in cardiac cells and is required for proper
heart development. FGF16 gene mutation was also observed in individuals with metacarpal 4-5 fusion. FGF16 has an
imperative role in the regulation of embryonic development, cell proliferation and cell differentiation, and is required for normal
cardiomyocyte proliferation and heart development.
FGF16 Mouse Recombinant produced in E.Coli is a single, non-glycosylated, polypeptide chain containing 207 amino acids and
having a molecular mass of 23.8kDa.The FGF-16 is purified by proprietary chromatographic techniques.

Product Info

Amount : 5 µg / 25 µg

Purification : Greater than 98.0% as determined by:(a) Analysis by RP-HPLC.(b) Analysis by SDS-PAGE.

Content :
FGF-16 0.2µm filtered solution containing 20mM Tris-HCl, pH 9.0, 1M NaCl, 0.02% Tween-20 and
10% Glycerol.

Storage condition :
Store at 4°C if entire vial will be used within 2-4 weeks. Store, frozen at -20°C for longer periods of
time. For long term storage it is recommended to add a carrier protein (0.1% HSA or BSA).Please
avoid freeze thaw cycles.

Amino Acid : MAEVGGVFAS LDWDLHGFSS SLGNVPLADS PGFLNERLGQ IEGKLQRGSP TDFAHLKGIL
RRRQLYCRTG FHLEIFPNGT VHGTRHDHSR FGILEFISLA VGLISIRGVD SGLYLGMNER
GELYGSKKLT RECVFREQFE ENWYNTYAST LYKHSDSERQ YYVALNKDGS PREGYRTKRH
QKFTHFLPRP VDPSKLPSMS RDLFRYR.


